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Attack detection that
even complies with
the IT Security Act 2.0
Early detection of security issues,
valuable data for forensics and
response, and reduced auditing
efforts

The German IT Security Act 2.0 (abbreviated as

The IT Security Act 2.0 recommends three measures

IT-SiG 2.0), which was passed in May of 2021, obliges

for attack detection: Checking against static

KRITIS operators (among others) to use so-called

patterns, generic patterns as well as artificial

systems for attack detection, which must be

intelligence methods and the detection of

achieved through the implementation of technical

deviations from trouble-free operation. secunet

tools and organisational integration of supported

monitor serves all three proposed points with

processes for detecting attacks on information

respective independent detection modules by

technology systems. The use of such systems will

using IOCs (Indicators Of Compromise; “known

be mandatory from 1 May 2023.

signatures”), advanced attack detection with
pattern recognition without using IOCs and

secunet created “secunet monitor” to provide such

anomaly detection with prior baseline creation.

an attack detection system for the field of Critical

This ensures that the requirements of the IT Security

infrastructures according to the current state of the

Act 2.0 are met.

art. KRITIS operators from different sectors have
already been using this system for several years. The
system incorporates sensors in networks, e.g., in the
network at the control centre level, and evaluates
the network communication by means of various
detection functions (assets, intra-network
communication, vulnerabilities, anomalies and
indications of hidden attacks). secunet monitor
primarily protects mixed IT/OT operations and
covers not only the internal IT and OT area with the
sensors, but also the IT-OT junction – because at
present many threats to the OT network emanate
from the connected IT area.
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Tip:
The state of IT security in Germany in
2021 Management report of the
German Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI) for 2021

secunet monitor detects gaps
in your systems – both before
and if they are exploited

Benefits at a glance

secunet monitor extends your current security

Prevents and detects advanced forms of attack,

structure or your existing attack detection system

enables dynamic detection of behavioural

or else it establishes one in your infrastructure.

changes and strengthens proactivity and

secunet monitor is a software appliance with

network resilience

Targeted

passive sensors that record network traffic in
a manner that complies with data protection

Convenient

requirements. In the central system, this data is

Provides an intuitive yet in-depth web interface,

analysed, correlated and learned.

operationalises next steps through recommen
dations and can be automated via a REST API

This makes the system itself undetectable and 
non-reactive by default, so it cannot trigger any

Premium secure

negative effects on the monitored networks and

Detects even very inconspicuous security

devices.

issues, takes only a passive approach itself
while enabling data protection-compliant
evaluation

Corporate network

Internet
C&C server

Ransomware

Bot networks

Malware
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Network security
monitoring as a
modular system
secunet monitor is our solution to your network
security monitoring (NSM) needs and your network
attack detection system. The monitor software
monitors the operations and “systems” in your
networks for activities or conditions that are not
the way they should be. monitor uses passive
network traffic analysis (see how it works) to
detect assets, vulnerabilities, compliance
deviations, potential attacks and anomalies.

With these modules for network security
Track down assets
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To detect, monitor and uncover unknown attacks,

Automatically created profiles and individually

monitor extracts communication partners from

maintained details pinpoint the location of

network traffic and consolidates them as assets.

abnormalities and reveal unwanted guests.

Reveal weak points

In order to identify gaps in the existing approach

Apart from providing quality assurance for

and to uncover unknown issues, secunet monitor

vulnerability management, it reduces the risk

analyses network traffic for vulnerabilities such as

of hidden defensive weaknesses.

outdated operating systems.

Verify compliance
States or activities that do not comply
with the specifications or which give
rise to vulnerabilities can be identified
and restricted via predefined, but also
individually customisable compliance
rules. The intuitive default rule set
and the Network Policy Editor provide
quality control for security measures
and notification of compliance
violations or unexpected behaviour.
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Detect attacks

In order to detect and analyse attacks, which can

faster detection as well as second guessing on

range from automated scans to malware to

other signals such as anomalies on endpoints,

targeted and highly complex attacker activities,

providing an opportunity to catch advanced

monitor extracts indicators from network traffic.

attacks at an early stage.

Rule sets, heuristics and machine learning enable

Detect anomalies
Besides relatively clear indicators,
there may be hidden indicators,
depending on the signal strength.
Monitor therefore detects anomalies in
network traffic or behaviour that may
indicate configuration issues, errors or
even attacks. Behavioural analysis and
baselines automatically created by
machine learning are used to point out
anomalies.
With secunet monitor, you strengthen
your resistance and resilience against
attacks and other security issues.
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The product in practice
(implementation example)
Modern networks have complex structures and thus

The sensor component intercepts metadata and

many possible points where security-relevant data

suspicious content and sends it to a central core

can leak out. However, the majority is still handled

system. Among other things, it runs self-learning

via central nodes – such as gateways. In order to

algorithms for the detection of anomalies.

also cover other relevant points and areas, secunet

Analyses and recommendations for action can

monitor provides options for a distributed data tap

be evaluated nearly in real time via the web

from the network node to individual systems or

application (available purely locally on your

machinery.

premises or as-a-Service from our secure cloud).

Continuous data recording

With secunet monitor, you can replace or

(sensor)

supplement some specialised security products.
In this way, you can concentrate on solving

Intelligent evaluation

problems in the future and enable yourself, your

(core system)

colleagues or your employees to increase the
security of the organisation in a sustainable and

Intuitive display

measurable way.

(web application – local or “as-a-Service”)

Powerful in production-related mixed IT/OT operation
How do you want to use our solution?
There are several ways to integrate secunet monitor
into your existing IT infrastructure. We are happy to
provide advice and work closely with you to design
the best strategy for your organisation.

On-Premises

■

Full control and data retention in

■
■

Internal company connection

as-a-Service

■
■
■

your own network
Support from secunet or p
 artners
via secure remote access on
request

On-site sensor technology, core
system in a secure environment

All necessary components from the sensors, core

at secunet

system to the web application are integrated and

Simplest integration and narrower

operated locally on your premises. If requested,

infrastructure

secunet or one of our specialised and trustworthy

Flexible use and less administrative

partners will handle the selection and integration of

effort

the infrastructure following a planning phase.

In this model, all evaluations can be carried out in
the secunet data centre or the secunet Cloud via
secure connections and on secure infrastructure. An
optional connection via secunet SINA is possible for
maximum security.

Managed service through partners

■
■
■

Integration, operation and
management by competent
partners
Possible with secunet monitor
on-premises as well as secunet
monitor as-a-service
Scaling effects and expertise
through specialised service
providers

On request, secunet monitor can be integrated, operated and managed by secunet partners.
Depending on the operating model, it is also possible to have sub-processes as a managed
service – e.g., operated by a service provider and managed by internal staff.
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secunet – protection for
digital infrastructure
secunet is Germany’s leading cybersecurity enterprise. In an increasingly
networked world, secunet provides a
combination of products and consulting
services for resilient digital infrastructure
and maximum protection for data,
applications and digital identities. secunet
specialises in fields where special security
requirements prevail – among them cloud
applications, IIoT, eGovernment and
eHealth. With secunet’s security solutions,
businesses can comply with the strictest
security standards in their digitalisation
projects, enabling them to make progress
in their digital transformation.
Over 700 experts help boost the digital
integrity of governments, businesses and
society. Its customers include German
government ministries, more than 20 DAXlisted corporations as well as other national
and international organisations. The
company was founded in 1997. It is listed
in the Prime Standard segment of the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange and achieved
a turnover of 285.6 million euros in 2020
(preliminary business results, last updated:
22 January 2021).
secunet is an IT security partner of the
Federal Republic of Germany and a partner
of the Alliance for Cyber Security.
secunet Security Networks AG
Kurfürstenstraße 58 · 45138 Essen · Germany
T +49 201 5454-0 · F +49 201 5454-1000
info@secunet.com · secunet.com

